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SENSEable CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP

Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab
- a cutting-edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines to
work on groundbreaking ideas and
innovative real-world demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the SENSEable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop. The
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic,
technological solutions that address
a key concern of urban living.
The SENSEable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
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SENSEable CITY LAB - MIT - BOSTON
SCL1 / The SENSEable City Laboratory
Fact Sheet
SCL2 / The SENSEable City as a
Cybernetic Mechanism of Sensing,
Analysis and Actuation
SCL3 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of [Crowd-]Sensing

SCL4 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Actuation:
Networks and Neo-Cyborgs
SCL5 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Data
Analysis and Computation
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Located on the Aegean Sea in
northeastern Greece, Thessaloniki
is the country’s second largest
city. Founded around 130 BCE,
this influential regional center
is now the capital of the Central
Macedonia Periphery, the seat of the
Thessaloniki Prefecture and the head
of the Municipality of Thessaloniki.
Thessaloniki was for many centuries a
military and commercial hub, serving
a vital transportation link between
Western Europe, the northern
Balkans and the Levant. As a result
of its strategic location, Thessaloniki
became both a cosmopolitan cultural
crossroads and an industrial center
of commerce. In recent years the city
has suffered from post-industrial
restructuring and jobs losses in
the wake of globalization and a
shift towards a more service-based
economy. As companies relocate
to less expensive labor markets
and more relaxed regulatory
environments in neighboring
countries, a wave of factory
closures has severely weakened
the city’s economy. As a result, high
unemployment – particularly among
Thessaloniki’s student population
– remains a persistent issue. While
the government has undertaken
a concerted effort to establish
Thessaloniki as a regional R&D and
Technology hub, the ongoing global
recession, waning tourism, the Greek
national debt crisis and austerity
measures have greatly amplified the
economic challenges of the city. In
this difficult context, Thessaloniki is
looking to leverage its many unique
assets as a way to reposition itself
socially and economically, aiming
to improve the city’s competitive
outlook in the 21st century economy.
Faced with these challenges, the
Thessaloniki Chamber of Commerce

partnered with the SENSEable Cities
Workshop to explore how distributed
networks and pervasive technologies
might be employed to stimulate and
revitalize the city, while creating
beautiful and engaging public
spaces that underscore the unique
cultural identity of Thessaloniki.
The workshop began with students
conducting background research
into the city to better understand
what the city faced, and then
explored how integrated digital
technologies might offer solutions to
these challenges. The key ambitions
that were identified were:
• Create value, stimulate economic
growth, enhance quality of life, and
attract a competitive workforce;
• Realize industrial synergies
between the city’s established
economic engines, its institutions,
and the expanding technology/
innovation sector;
• Augment the city’s civic structure,
highlighting its historic and cultural
resource network and making these
assets accessible to the community;
• Make the invisible workings
of the city visible and
temporally responsive; and,
• Illuminate a living cultural memory
of Thessaloniki to coalesce and
strengthen its civic-cultural identity
The research phase of the workshop
culminated in a four-day site visit and
tour of Thessaloniki. Students were
hosted by professionals, academics
and students from across the city and
exposed to the highly creative artistic,
historic, and technological cultures
present there. By gaining a first-hand
perspective of the orientation, layout

and fabric of Thessaloniki, its culture
and its people, the students were able
to see the urban challenges of the
city through a much more nuanced
lens. Upon returning back to the US,
the students reviewed their initial
hypothesis and organized a “digital
masterplan” for Thessaloniki, each
individual or team taking on a specific
area or technology in the city. The
key areas identified for intervention
were: the Roman road (Egnatias),
the central waterfront (Leoforos
Nikis), the area of Ladadika, sites
of Roman/early Christian ruins, the
cross-axis of the city (Aristotelous,
Dimitriou Gounari, Agias Sofias,
Eleftheriou Venizelou), and a number
of abandoned homes and buildings
distributed throughout the city.
By focusing on a diverse range of
settings and contexts, the team has
developed a number of innovative
possibilities for the complex
economic and social challenges that
face Thessaloniki today. Each project
can be considered individually, or as
a component of the larger “digital
masterplan”. Present in all of these
projects is a strong connection to
personal choice and the concept of
ground-up behavior scaling to inspire
far-reaching affect, both in terms of
urban experience and local industry.
This suite of proposals aims to inspire
the city beyond the current financial
crisis, towards a new future as
Thessaloniki re-defines itself among
the most innovative and competitive
cities in the Mediterranean.
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By Eric Baczuk
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T1

Via egnatia cultural corridor revitalization
By Allison N. Albericci

“Remembering and recollection today have
achieved new importance as the contemporary
metropolis becomes a source of constant
exchanges in and relays of information, and
represents a physical site in which images and
messages seem to swirl about, devoid of a
sustaining context. Recall no longer refers exclusively to psychological memory – out ability
to recollect forgotten experiences and retie
then to conscious awareness. Nor is memory
considered to be collective, in the sense that
it is linked to the social and physical space
of a people and related to the transmission
of values and traditions. The presence of
interpretive systems that translate memories
and traditions into meaningful contemporary
forms has vanished… Can we… recall, reexamine, and recontextualize memory images
from the past until they awaken within us a
new path to the future? This too is the task of
the City of Collective Memory.”
M. Christine Boyer, 1994; 28-29

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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This project proposes an integrated
system of streetscape improvements
combined with real-time data, wayfinding and cultural interpretation
to create a unique and engaging
ridership experience, encourage
intermodal transit use, reduce
automobile dependence, and address
the city’s traffic congestion, parking,
and air quality issues. Interventions
are focused along the historic Via
Egnatia corridor – a critical link in
the city’s transportation system –
where the construction of the new
Thessaloniki Metro system provides
an opportunity to coordinate
additional improvements with its
implementation.
The primary objective is to promote
the use of intermodal mass transit
by providing a unique and engaging
ridership experience that;
1. Optimizes system efficiency and
capacity though feedback loops &
intelligence;
2. Enhances the urban commute
experience and ease-of-transfer
through both intuitive and
interactive way-finding,
and real-time notification;
3. Celebrates movement and elevates
the culture of mass transit;
4. Connects people to each other and
to their city; and
5. Illuminates a living cultural memory
that evolves over time to coalesce
and strengthen the city’s civic
identity; one which – as Christine
Boyer suggests – recalls, reexamines,
and recontextualizes past and
present to awaken a new path to
the future.
In this regard, technology manifests
as both a mediating agent and
a medium of actuation between
Thessaloniki’s ancient cultural
palimpsest and its civic future.

CONTEXT
The Via Egnatia was constructed by
the Romans between 146 and 120
BCE. It covered a total distance of
about 1,120 km (696 miles) crossing
through territory that is now part
of modern Albania, the Republic
of Macedonia, Greece, and Turkey.
Starting at Dyrrachium (now
Durrës) on the Adriatic Sea, the road
followed a difficult route to reach
the northern coastline of the Aegean
Sea at Thessalonica; from there it
ran to the city of Byzantium (later
Constantinople, now Istanbul). The
original road was approximately six
meters (19.6 feet) in width, and was
paved with stone slabs covered with a
layer of compacted sand. The modern
road parallels the ancient road for
a section of about 360 kilometers
(223miles) from Evros to Thessaloniki.
In the center of Thessaloniki, the
road contains six vehicular lanes
(approximately 26-28 meters or
85-90 feet wide in total), and is
characterized by heavy traffic, noise,
air pollution, and a general sense of
disinvestment. Storefronts along this
important commercial corridor show
high rates of vacancy and disrepair,
creating a poor pedestrian experience
and sub-optimal commercial
environment. In addition, the
northern and southern “gateways”
to the central city along this corridor
have a very high volume of traffic
and lack urban definition. With the
introduction of the Thessaloniki
Metro along this corridor comes the
opportunity to develop a new image
for Via Egnatia and address many of
the city’s traffic congestion, parking
and air pollution problems.
After numerous delays from funding
shortages and legal challenges, Metro

construction is now underway. When
finally completed, the new subway
will connect the airport with the
central rail terminal, as well as several
stops in the central city along Via
Egnatia (within walking distance of
the Port and Waterfront). Phase one
of the project includes 13 stations
along 9.5 km of line (7.7 km of tunnel),
and features eighteen state-of-theart automatic (driverless) trains.
Platforms are to be centerloaded
and feature platform screen doors
for improved safety. Operation is
anticipated to begin in 2014; however,
preliminary station design leaves
ample room for improvement. The
subway construction presents a
once in a generation opportunity to
reinvest in the life of the corridor,
but the subway alone is not enough
to guarantee street redevelopment.
Without street redevelopment to
address the pedestrian experience,
transitioning the general public to
higher levels of transit ridership may
prove difficult.
With these issues in mind, this
proposal incorporates three main
components (described in further
detail below):
1. Streetscape improvements at street
level
2. Cultural interpretation within the
stations at mezzanine level
3. Simulations on station platforms
and within the subway tunnels.

Can we... recall... reexamine,
and recontextualize memory images
from the past until they awaken
within us a new path to the future?

SYSTEM INTELLIGENCE
The system of interventions is
designed to adapt to changing
conditions through feedback loops
and methods for developing system
intelligence. Sensors incorporated
in lighting standards throughout
the central city area can track the
relationship of people downtown
(via cell phone movements)
corresponding to the levels of
transit ridership and transit capacity
demand. Sensors on lighting
standards and at transit stations
and shelters monitor numbers of
people on the street or waiting. Data
can be continuously collected and
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Finally, depending on funding
limitations, project components could
be strategically phased over time.
Implementation would begin with
elements located in the six central
stations, and would launch with the
opening of the metro in 2014. Once
the metro line construction staging
is complete, work can begin at street
level with basic upgrades to the
streetscape, including paving, safety
lighting and digital signage. As the
economy improves and momentum in
the area builds, additional streetscape
elements can be added, including new
transit shelters and lighting banners.

SCG THESSALONIKI / T1 / VIA EGNATIA REVITALIZATION

analyzed by the transit authority
to track trends and predict spikes
(i.e. for special events); data allows
adjustments to be made to service
capacity as needed. With regard
to street lighting, sensors in the
pavement and on light standards can
monitor the presence of pedestrian
movement along the street and
increase or dim pedestrian lighting
levels as needed. Within the station
mezzanine and platform levels, data
from pedestrian movements can be
mined to better-target marketing for
advertisers or institutions – either to
promote popular destinations or to
improve awareness of lesser-known
sites and organizations of interest.
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
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The project’s area of focus is a 3.3km
section of Via Egnatia between
the Central Rail Terminal and the
University of Macedonia/ Thessaloniki
Convention Center. It includes six
stations in the heart of the city
(serving the majority of commuters).
Station design and interactive
cultural-interpretive display content
is based on data gathered from
prominent institutions and historic
resources located within a ½ mile
radius (10 minute walk) of each of the
six key stations:
• N. Sid. Stathmas /
Central Rail Terminal
• Dimokratias
• Venizelou
• Aghia Sofia
• Sintrivani

STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS

CULTURAL INTERPRETATION

At the street level, travel lane
reduction and other traffic calming
measures improve the pedestrian
experience. An integrated system
of street furnishing provides
conventional lighting & tracks subway
and bus movements. Responsive
lighting banners and lighting
embedded in the pavement tracks
the motion of the subway trains
below; for festivals and other events,
these lighting elements could be
specially programmed by local artists.
Energy to power lighting elements
is provided by generation panels
under the pedestrian surfaces which
harness the power from movement
along the sidewalk. In addition,
signage at bus stops and subway
entries gives real time notification,
while touch-screen displays at transit
shelters and within stations allow
interactive route finding. Together,
these modest infrastructure upgrades
create value and can help catalyze
reinvestment in the properties along
the street.

In addition to streetscape
improvements, the station walls
at the mezzanine level provide an
opportunity for interactive cultural
installations. While precedents from
the Paris-Lourve and Athens Metro
stations display replications of
physical artifacts, such artifacts can
be supplemented with interactive
exhibits. These can serve to tie the
past and present life of the city
together through data collection
that illuminates this present life
in real time. The content of these
installations is a combination of:

• Panepistimio

The new Thessaloniki Metro system. Phase 1 (in red) is under construction,
and scheduled to commence operation in 2014.

• Real-time data visualization of
concentrations of people within the
“station district”
• Historical visualization, curated by
the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and
Tourism, that brings the historic city
to life and links it to the present city
• Content is place-based, related
directly to important institutions and
cultural resources within the ½ mile
(10 minute walking) radius of each
station.

13
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The display consists of large
interactive glass panels (such as
Corning Gorilla Glass). Sensors in
lighting standards within ½ mile
radius of each station track and
aggregate data on volumes of people
at important cultural and institutional
locations. Visualizations developed by
the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and
Tourism display the historic change
in these popular locations over time.
Data can also be used to better-target
marketing and outreach efforts for
these institutions – either to promote
popular destinations or to improve
awareness of lesser-known sites.
SIMULATION
The cultural experience continues
on the station platforms and in the
subway tunnel, with projected images
of activity on the street above (past
and present) displayed on platform
doors and tunnel walls. Digital
models of the Via Egnatia Corridor
simulate the changes in the city at key
moments in time. These simulacra,
curated by the Hellenic Ministry
of Culture and Tourism, illuminate
the life of Via Egnatia through
history. Animated visualizations
showing transitions through time
are projected on the platform doors
and subway tunnel walls. Over time,
as excavation of Via Egnatia artifacts
progresses and new findings are
made, the visualizations can be
updated and expanded.

4.40
sidewalk

3.00
parking /
bus / turn

3.30
auto

3.30
auto

3.30
auto

3.30
auto

3.00
parking /
bus / turn

4.40
sidewalk

+/-28.00
+/- (92')

Via Egnatia today. The road is characterized by heavy traffic, noise, air pollution, and a general sense of disinvestment. Storefronts along this important
commercial corridor show high rates of vacancy and disrepair, creating a poor
pedestrian experience and sub-optimal commercial environment.
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Above: Proposed concept plan
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High - efficiency,
sensor - controlled
LED Light Banners
track movement
of Metro trains
Real-time digital
transit signage
High - efficiency,
sensor - controlled
LED pavement
lighting tracks
movement
of Metro trains;
powered by
pedestriant energy
generation panels

Targeted advertising
and public outreach
opportunity

Interactive cultural
interpretation, installation,
interspersed with
station retail

Targeted advertising
and public outreach
opportunity

“Tunnel Vision”
historic simulation curated
by the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism

Targeted advertising
and public outreach
opportunity

clear
zone

3.00

planting /
furnishing

clear
zone

3.00

6.00
sidewalk

planting /
furnishing

3.00
3.25
bus / turn

3.25
auto

3.00
median /
turn lane
+/-28.00
(+/- 92')

Left: Existing decorative lighting banners provide inspiration for a contemporary reinterpretation, that uses digital technology and responsive lighting
to promote public transit (Proposed concept section, above).

3.25
auto

3.25
bus / turn

6.00
sidewalk
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High - efficiency,
sensor - controlled
LED street lighting
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Conceptual model of streetscape and station improvements.

Street level view

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Street level represents the level
of ‘the present.’ On the street the
current life of the city is in constant
movement; and this movement is
celebrated in light and made more
intelligible through digital real-time
signage. On this level, the commuter
or pedestrian is engaged passively by
the movement of light illuminating
the movement of the metro system
below. They are engaged actively
with real-time information in station
and bus stop signage that facilitates
transit system ease-of-use. If desired,
the commuter or pedestrian can
engage the system via a smart phone
application, or at an information
kiosk or bus shelters, where digital
touch screen interfaces provide realtime interactive route finding and

Mezzanine level view

The Station Mezzanine offers
a different kind of experience.
This is an intermediary level of
interpretation that serves as a link
between past, present, and future.
Here, the transient commuter
(waiting momentarily for the next
train) can stop for a brief espresso
or take advantage of the subway
convenience retail. Interspersed with
these amenities are a combination
of displays, cultural exhibitions,
and digital interactive cultural
installation. These installations
developed by the Hellenic Ministry of
Culture and Tourism, use large panel
touch screens to display educational
visualizations portraying the history
of the city and its change over time;
users can interact with the system to
ask questions or to track the history
and current status of a specific
locale. Interactive content for these
digital installations will be drawn
from the resources and cultural
institutions within the 10 minutes
walking radius of the station. Data
on these resources and institutions

is continuously mined to feed into
the system, as a matter of public
outreach – so that the history of each
place is tied to its current status and
embedded in a living cultural memory
that progresses into the future.
Finally, the Station Platform and
Tunnel level is the level of the past.
Here, as in ancient days, the activity
along Via Egnatia is visualized (on
platform doors and on the walls of
the subway tunnel as the train passes
by) creating a unique rider experience
that engages the commuter in placespecific historical narratives. To create
this experience, digital models are
developed simulating what historians
and archaeologists have pieced
together about the ancient road, its
historic moments, and its change over
time. These simulacra, illuminate the
life of Via Egnatia through history to
the present. As new discoveries are
made, the models can be updated and
become both a tool for advancing
academic understanding and building
a collective civic memory.
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The Via Egnatia Cultural Corridor
Revitalization is conceptualized
as a digitally enhanced pedestrian
experience and commute in three
levels; each level exhibiting a distinct
mode of personal interaction:

information on nearby attractions
and events.
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Platform level view
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LANDMARKS
AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
As an example, consider the range
of significant landmarks and cultural
institutions surrounding the future
location of Sintravani Station. These
resources provide a rich source for
the content in what is essentially a
new communicative public outreach
infrastructure, focused on cultivating
local civic awareness and pride:

23

5. Archaeological Site, Iasonidou

15. Ahiropiitos

6. Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

16. Agia Sofia

7. Ampelokipi Municipal Cultural
Centre

17. Agios Ioannis Prodromos
18. White Tower

8. Galerious Palaces
19. Historic Cemetery
9. Hippodrome
20. Y.M.C.A.
10. Municipal Gallery
21. Archaeological Museum

1. Sintravani Square / Station

11. Municipal Library

2. Panagia Dexia

12. Expo Tower

3. Galerious Arch

13. Vellidis Conference Center

4. Rotunda

14. Alexandrio Melathro

22. Museum of Byzantine Culture
23. New Thessaloniki City Hall
24. Thessaloniki History Center

SCG THESSALONIKI / T1 / VIA EGNATIA REVITALIZATION
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
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The project combines multiple
technologies to facilitate rider easeof-use, connect movement below
ground to movement at the street
level, and provide an experience
that ties past to present and future
in a place specific and meaningful
way. Top, responsive, highefficiency LED light-banners track
the movement of the Metro trains
along the corridor. Right, responsive
lighting embedded in sidewalk
pavement mirrors this movement.
Pavement lighting intensifies near
the station, providing intuitive
way-finding. Power for the lighting
is provided using energy generation
panels installed under the sidewalk,
to harness the power of pedestrian
movement. Above, the station
experience is enlivened with a
combination of historic exhibition
and artifact display, interactive
cultural interpretation, convenience
retail, and cafe services.

Cafe /
convenience retail

Artifact
display

Interactive cultural
installation curated
by the Ministry of Culture

Artifact
display

Cafe /
convenience retail

Component

Optimize system efficiency;
enhance rider ease of use
Celebrate Movement;
elevate a culture of transit
Illuminate a living cultural memory
that awakens a new path to the future

System wide

Function
Optimize System
Capacity
to meet demand
fluctuations

Technology
Sensors throughout the central
city area track the relationship of
volumes of people downtown to the
levels of transit ridership and transit
capacity demand. Sensors on lighting
standards and at transit stations and
shelters monitor numbers of people
on the street or waiting.

Intelligence
Data is continuously collected and
sent to the transit authority to track
trends and predict spikes (i.e. for
special events); data allows adjustments to be made to service capacity
as needed and quickly.

Digital Signage

Street Level –
Provide
at transit shelters Real-Time
and Metro station notification
Entrances

GPS tracking system continuously
monitors metro car and bus movements through the city; Digital signage
located at transit shelters and station
entries gives real-time notification

Transit
Shelters

Street Level
Bus Stops

Provide interactive
transit route
way-finding
and real-time
notification.

Interactive touch screen glass
panels (Corning Gorilla Glass)

Searches and directions can be
catalogued and analyzed by the transit
authority for trends in rider movement
– data can be used to optimize system
operations and capacity.

Lighting
Street Level –
Standards and 14m o.c. spacing
“Light Banners” (see plan)

Celebrate Metro
Movement; provide
intuitive way-finding
and enhanced pedestrian experience

GPS tracking system continuously
monitors metro car movement through
the subway; LED light banners at street
level reflects system movement.

Sensors in pavement and on light
standards monitor presence of pedestrian movement on the street and
dim pedestrian lighting levels when
not needed.

Pavement
Lighting

Street Level
sidewalk –
lighting density
increases near
station

Celebrate Metro
Movement,
provide intuitive
way-finding
and enhanced
pedestrian
experience

GPS tracking system continuously monitors metro car movement through the
subway; lighting at street level reflects
system movement. Energy generation
panels (by Soundpower Corporation)
harness the movement of people to
power the lighting

Sensors in pavement and on light
standards monitor presence of pedestrian movement on the street and
dim pedestrian lighting levels when
not needed.

Interactive
CulturalHeritage
Installation

Metro Station
Mezzanine
Level

Visualization
and interpretation
of movement
through space
and time, link
the cultural sites
and institutions
of the present

Interactive Glass Panels (Corning Gorilla
Glass). Sensors in lighting standards
w/in ½ mile radius of station track and
aggregate data on volumes of people
at cultural and institutional locations.
Visualization developed by the Hellenic
Ministry of Culture display the historic
change in popular and significant
locations over time.

Data is used to better-target
marketing for those institutions –
either to promote popular
destinations or to improve
awareness of lesser-known sites
and organizations of interest.

Simulation of the
life of Via-Egnatia
through history;
curated by the
Hellenic Ministry
of Culture
and Tourism

Digital models of the Via Egnatia Corridor simulate the changes in the street
at key moments in history. Animated visualization showing transitions through
time are projected on the subway tunnel
walls. Over time, as excavation of Via
Egnatia artifacts progresses and new
findings are made, the visualizations
can be updated.

“Tunnel-Vision” Platform Doors
and Subway
Tunnels visible
from metro car
windows.
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Transit System
Operations
and Capacity

Location
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Allison grew up in Northern
California. She earned a professional
M.Arch from the School of
Architecture at Tulane University
before working for a number of
years as an Urban Designer for
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in
San Francisco, and Eherenkrantz,
Eckstut and Kuhn in New York City.
A Registered Architect and LEED®
Accredited Professional, she returned
to academia in 2009 to pursue dual
graduate degrees in Architectural
Urbanism and City Planning at MIT.
Allison’s work spans a multitude of
scales and contexts – but her primary
focus has been on complex, largescale, mixed-use, hybrid and transit
oriented design, in urban centers
worldwide. A passionate proponent
of sustainable urbanism, Allison is
currently engaged in independent
research on the “Prospects for use
of Urban Information Technology
in Facilitating the Integration of
Environmental Sustainability and
Social Inclusion in the Mega-cities of
Latin America.”
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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CHALLENGE

OBJECTIVE

Thessaloniki, the historic port city of
Greece, has an abundance of culture
at a level capable of renewing the
economic vitality of the region.
To achieve its ambitious goal of
becoming a nucleus of innovation,
Thessaloniki must overcome any
perceived barriers by first making
its collective intentions not only
unambiguous but highly visible. To
do so, its immense cache of heritage
- along with the intrinsic creative
energy of its international festivals
and youth culture- must be excavated,
made public, and sustained.

Ultimately, the project aims to 1) take
complete inventory of abandoned
properties, 2) persuade citizens of
their worth as ‘cultural survivors,’ and
3) connect the owners to concrete
opportunities for reclamation and
repurposing.

However, the visit to Thessaloniki
made clear the challenge of
connecting visible culture to
the assets around them. While
renegade artistic events build on
the restoration of abandoned sites
commenced two decades ago,
it is clear that these projects are
undermined by a face-level image
that communicates a lack of civic
ownership. Combined with a distrust
and disregard for public entities
and their property, exacerbated by
abandonment, the general youthful
plea for identity has made graffiti the
wallpaper of the city.
Meanwhile, a mass economy
comprised of freelancers has yet to
benefit from remarkable urban spaces
and diffuse abandoned and vacant
sites.
The future of this cultural capital
relies on the provision of a localglobal networking space for
its evolving creative class, and
likewise, the reclaimation of its built
cultural survivors: the lone gems
which remind us of a foundation
constructed over several thousand
years before the Great Fire of 1917.
In urban space, the two challenges
become one.
How can we introduce a medium
with which instinctual acts of
personalization become inspired acts
of collective cultural production?

Towards filling these unique spaces,
the project simultaneously aims to
seed emerging creative enterprises
by ritualized matching (mapping)
of ideas to entrepreneurial energy,
workforce and seed money from a
global audience.

The urban game
transforms
creative enterprise,
and the support
of it, into
a continuous
public ritual.

STRATEGY

At the foundation of creativity,
personal development, and
innovation is a very primal act: play.
Play is instinctual: a response to
limitations, a strategy for creating
meaningful experience by working
against and in spite of limitations.
This projects explores the future
of Thessaloniki through the “urban
game”.
As defined by Kars Alfrink, an
urban game is “a dynamic model
of an argument about the city,
explored by the player using the
city as a platform.” The people
of Thessaloniki and its Chamber
of Commerce have been arguing
a simple concept: Thessaloniki
already has a tremendous product,
the challenge is in the packaging.
With a wealth of ideas and creative
human resources, youthful energy
and unparalleled historical richness,
the real obstacle is funding and
entrepreneurial infrastructure.
Leaping over these limitations, the
urban game transforms creative
enterprise, and the support of it,
into a continuous public ritual.
The ritual is conducted under the
wide spectatorship of the city and
ultimately earns the attention of the
global audience.
PHYSICAL SITES
1) Abandoned and underutilized
historic sites: churches, bath houses
and mansions.
2) High-profile sites: White Tower,
Aristotelous Square, the Agora and
the Medieval Wall.

SCG THESSALONIKI / T2 / SEED CITY

Due to the current economic climate,
this task will be achieved through the
crowd-sourced agency of citizens,
instead of the traditional statefunded megaproject.
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ENTREPRENEUR

DESIGNER & ARTIST

PROPERTY OWNER

11 - YEARS OLD

This city is ripe with potential.

The economy has me reeling
for a challenge!

This old building has been in my
family for generations, but we
lack the funds to stop its decay.

I like playing with friend but also
keeping up with the latest in
gaming technology.
I want to be a game developer or
engineer when I grow up.
I like abandoned places: they are
like playgrounds, and... maybe
haunted!

I need a place to set - up shop,
to make a living and make
a difference

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

I have all of the drive & skills
necessary to resuscitate our
cultural survivors and re-imagine
this 3.000 years old city.

With a solid vision and sufficient
money, we could breathe new life
into its shell.

GET THE GAME.

THROW SEEDS.

FREE at your phone app store. You
don’t have to live in Thessaloniki to
play.

You are always a “stone’s throw” from
a vacant building in Thessaloniki.
Instead, throw a seed, wherever you
are. Aim and swing your phone in the
air. 1 Make a target and your seed will
be planted at the site in Augmented
Reality. To stake a claim on the seed,
you must leave something of your
own.

DISCOVER SEEDS & SITES.
Your app will alert you when you are
within walking distance from a live
site. Online, search the inventory
of seeds to find ideas that you care
about. If you find an un-mapped
abandoned site, dig a bed within
the app. You will earn special Staker
“royalties” (in form of local deals) as
ideas germinate here.
1

Accelerometer & GPS-enabled phone is required for the kinetic deployment of seeds.
Alternatively, scattershot several or carefully drop seeds in place.
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

Others nurture your seed by voting
or pledging money toward your seed,
allowing the seed to grow.

Global foundations collaborate with
the game agency to help sponsor the
most successful ideas.

- Overlay a design for the site.

- Successful seeds earn increased
visibility.

- Embed a personal project or
business, with a small % of proceeds
toward the benefit of the site fund.2

- In increments of 10, gaining votes
& pledges leads to local freebies for
both seeders and feeders.

- Fund of $1,000-20,000 may be
awarded, beginning with 2 ideas
per season: 1 site repurposing and 1
creative enterprise.

Stake a small claim on the site with
your seed by:
- Proposing an idea for the site.

2

Money goes to the site’s temporary reclamation fund, in place until the property owner enters
an agreement with the agency.

3

Businesses provide incentives for good activities.

Mature Seeds will spawn new airborne seeds. Release airborne seeds to the
wind. Days, weeks later, your seeds will be traveling to all corners of the city!
To claim them, you must track them down. In the meantime, explore your
town: you may find new vacant buildings!

SCG THESSALONIKI / T2 / SEED CITY

GROW SEEDS
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5. GET SEEN & HEARD
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At White Tower, Aristotelous
square, and the Medieval wall, large
community gameboard installations
map the network on the ground,
showing prominent seeds underfoot.
Here, the network of hidden buildings
come to the forefront, not as a map
of weaknesses but a map of collective
inspiration and potential growth.
The board collects and records
data about the ideas from the
interaction with them. Moreover,
they are comfortable, delightful
places to be: people may lounge
in the fields for hours as they
discuss the idea you have poised.
The Community Gameboard is
essentially a kit of parts which
can be deployed at a variety
of sites and evolved to fit their
particular advantages. The
underlying components are a
distinctive ground surface, shelter,
and a low-resolution seed map
“projection” which encourages
engagement with the database.

brands the game, connects the
larger city to the game and provides
a festive venue for seeding and
watering new ideas. The appearance
of the board provokes the viewer with
the unusual quality of its surface,
inhabited by ghostly apparitions.
With a grassy, “naturalesque” texture
and positioned underfoot, the
installations discourages graffiti
takeover and the quiet ambiance
of these historic sites is retained.
Down prominent corridors, people
can stroll through a field of ideas
like browsing down the aisles of a
supermarket, feeding ideas that strike
their fancy: a physical manifestation
of successful funding platforms like
Kickstarter. Offering a lower-profile
experience, these strolls can be
conducted purely in audio format.

WHITE TOWER

ARISTOTELOUS SQUARE

For example, at White Tower, the
board takes the form of a dense, 16’x8’
field of shimmering, moving fiberoptic strands transmitting a low-res
map, inspired by a durable fiber-optic
turf currently developed for football
fields [by Sportexe as “Turf TV”]. An
affordable alternative simply deploys
animated grazed lighting through
a pair of small, in-ground lasers. A
discreet, replicable form, it at once
SOUTHERN WALL

ARISTOTLE UNIVERSITY
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Seed City is a virtual platform that
lands on the urban fabric. Its digital
components include 1) The App &
Online Portal Site, 2) Augmented
Reality Layer, 3) Geo-Database.
Its physical artifacts consist of
the collective gameboards and
distributed signage. Optionally,
the game agency may increase
revenue by offering a simple physical
gameboard kit with 2D texture
markers for AR interaction (a printed
whiteboard with no electrical or
mechanical components), allowing
groups and individuals to deploy a
multi-dimensional, layered model of
seed city wherever they choose.
The game builds on recent developments in phone accelerometer
technology, inspired by games like
“Gigaputt” that make creative use of
gesture-based controls in combination with GPS. The game, by Gigantic
Mechanic, uses GPS to instantaneously transform one’s context into
a 3-hole mini-golf course in which the
player maneuvers a virtual ball by
carefully swinging an Iphone.
Seed City combines this casual
physical challenge with a larger social
challenge. Drawn into the game by
a simple physical action, the player
may find themself inadvertantly, or
impulsively, confronting the city and
actively engaging in idea propagation.

Like creative funding platforms
such as Kickstarter, the platform
demonstrates that whether one is a
seeder or feeder, all begin on a level
playing field- you engage with the
aspirations of people “just like you.”
This powerful notion has led tens of
thousands of people to make pledges
to music, film, art, technology, and
design projects, totaling in millions
of dollars. Nearly half of Kickstarter
projects are successfully funded. The
site also allows creative institutions
to offer curated project lists, a notion
that can also help Seed City achieve
an initial critical mass.
The augmented reality visualization
of the Seed City database is simply
acheived through the development
of a layer of 2D and 3D data that can
be rendered through an AR browsing
engine. The Seed City app may build
upon the well-developed platform,
Layar, and the “check-in” functionality
of Foursquare. Seeding requires one
to geo-locate a check-in point while
feeding involves checking-in at a
point or contributing feedback online.
Merging proven models, Seed City
can be implemented successfully with
relatively little development costs,
and only minimal infrastructure costs
for a small selection of high-profile
community sites.

CLOUD
server
user database
property database

VIRTUAL
augmented reality layer

phone app

geo database
game HQ | map

website

+

PHISICAL
distributed sites
common site
collective gameboard : fiberoptic turf bed.
option: phisical game board

+

EVOLUTION
OF THE GAME

In later stages, players may
be inclined to generate added
layers of richness: eg. Instaprint
Sticker Campaign, Flash Mobs,
International Sister-City Alliances,
Reclaimation Action Groups, citywide
challenge events, and even the
official purchasing and occupying
abandoned sites.

Imagined future scenarios:
Left: Chosen sites may generate physical artifacts upon seeding.
Right: DIY gameboard kits. Above: AR-activated whiteboards
to support idea-development.
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By offering a simple local-global
networking platform, Seed City
provokes city dwellers to create their
own narrative for future scenarios.
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Allison Hu is a native of Austin,
Texas where she graduated from the
University of Texas with a Bachelor of
Architecture and focus on Geographic
Studies. She has been engaged in the
search for civic networks through
unconventional filters ever since she
observed Tokyo’s festival patterns
atop Mt. Fuji on an overcast night,
as a glittering network of fireworks
pulsated below a floor of clouds.
Now pursuing a post-professional
Master of Science in Architecture +
Urbanism at MIT, she is investigating
the potential for the digital to aid
in the self-generation of urban
environments, particularly in cities
which lack conventional planning
mechanisms. She has previously
conducted research on civic
ownership in Indian megacities, the
culture of spontaneous adaptation
in Mexico, and adaptive reuse as a
Mebane Travel Scholar. Her design
work has won numerous academic
awards as well as a Merit Award from
AIA Fort Worth. She bridges research
with years in sculpture and roles in
unconventional, socially-conscious
architectural practice.
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PROJECT
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vocation of its location and also the
complementary connection with
other areas of the city; the city will
stop being a uniform urban fabric and
become an urban working system.

Thessaloniki is a city of rich history
filled with cultural resources but,
sometimes, it is also a city of short
urban memory. Thessaloniki’s
urban model has frequently (and
literally) built on its past without
working with it; new buildings and
roads have often tried to cover or
disguise its strong past, which is
impossible to hide completely.

Due to the complexity of this
task, the project will be divided
into four different stages over a
period of eight months: Finding
Buildings, Crowd Sourced Events,
Consolidation of Ownership and
Re-purposing the buildings.
Finding buildings

One example of Thessaloniki’s
forgotten past is the “Survivors”:
buildings that made it through
1917s Great Fire, but that have
barely resisted the threat posed
by urban redevelopment. The
Survivors are historic abandoned
buildings sporadically located all
around the city’s fabric, mainly at
Ladadika district (northwest) and
to the south of the White Tower
(southeast). These buildings hold
both history and beauty, but also
great potential for targeted urban
renewal, integrating their immediate
surroundings within the regeneration.

This stage consists of locating and
digitally mapping a group of 10
buildings, alongside the development
of a web page that will show the
schedule of events hosted by the
Survivors. This platform will provide a
means of interaction, whereby users
can help formulate and develop the
projections that are to be displayed
on the walls of the Survivors.
Outdoor Crowd Sourced Events:

MONTHS

0
Finding buildings
Crowd sourced events
Consolidation of ownership
Re - purposing buildings

Cinema night (outdoor cinema)
Favorite Five in Five (projection
of your favorite five movie
scenes in five minutes)

The community will have the chance
to realize the potential of the Survivors
by proposing a new use for them;
their new destiny.

The productive use of each building
will enhance the traditional

STEPS

Sim-Thessaloniki (urban competition)

Urban Canvas (dynamic projections
on the façades of the buildings)

Three things are planned for this
phase: i) demonstrate the potential
of the Survivors, ii) inspire the local
and global community to propose a

“The Survivors” project is a way
to reactivate different districts of
the city by reclaiming forgotten
historic buildings and giving
them a new productive use. The
community will have the chance to
see the potential of the Survivors
and propose a new use for them.

new use for them, and iii) generate
income based upon proposals.
The web page and software of
the Survivors will allow people
to interact with the buildings by
controlling content projected on
their walls. Also, the web page and
software will be the interface in an
urban competition between users,
Survivors and the city. Entitled
“Sim-Thessaloniki”, the competition
will call for proposals of new uses
for the abandoned buildings and
their districts. To generate income,
the web page will sell advertisement
space, which will be shown only on
the computer screen, not on the
buildings’ walls. The interaction
between users and buildings will be
done through four different events:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Consolidation of Ownership:
The tenure and protected condition
of the buildings are critical elements
of the project: the owners (commonly
several per building) do not receive
income from the properties and
cannot demolish and rebuild them
because of their historic status;
the survivors are then condemned
to a slow but certain death. To
consolidate ownership and gain
control of the assets, the project will
offer a “Missing Owners Reward”.
The reward will consist of a cash
exchange for legal control of the
building (around USD $10,000 and
30,000) as well as the promise of
future income to the owner (original
or new) from the new physical and
productive use of the buildings.
Re-purposing the buildings
Once the project has the legal
control of the Survivors, the
buildings will host the new uses
proposed by the winners of the
Sim-Thessaloniki competition. The
proposal should revive forgotten
areas of the city, incentivize
complementary activities among
reactivated districts, and trigger
economic activity and cash flow.
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PERSONAL
AND URBAN
INTERACTIONS

The link between people and the Survivors is through the online interface.
The web page will display every option available to interact with the buildings
by programming the content to be projected on their walls. The web page
will also display the calendar of events so that people are informed about
ongoing activities related to the Survivors.
The web page will display adverts in order to generate income and pay for the
software and web page development, digital infrastructure (projectors and
cameras) and the Missing Owners Rewards.

MONTHS

0
Mapping of buildings
locate buildings
create digital maps

Software development
software
web page
release

Sim - Thessaloniki
competition call
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FINDING BUILDINGS
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FINDING BUILDINGS

Crowd sourced events
cinema night
favorite five in five
urban canvas

Sim - Thessaloniki
finalists exposition
winner exposition

There will be four main events that
will provide a means of interaction
with the buildings:
Sim-Thessaloniki (urban competition)
Cinema night (outdoor cinema)
Favorite Five in Five (projection of your
favorite five movie scenes in five minutes)
Urban Canvas (digital canvas to expose
dynamic projections)

Cinema nights // Outdoors cinema for the
summer nights. People will choose and view their
favorite movies for free. The web page will poll
movies and schedule them based upon audience
voting online. The sound of the movie will
resemble old auto-cinema’s format: with a device
equipped with Bluetooth, people will be able to
tune the audio of the movie in different languages
and listen to it through headphones.
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Urban Canvas // Urban canvas has a similar
format to Favorite Five in Five, but it allows
and promotes greater creativity from the users.
The idea is to transform the building’s façade
into digital canvases through dynamic projections.
The digital map of each building,the software and
the projectors will allow users to play with 3D
animations. These technical resources will also be
a great tool for designers and artists, and for those
who want conduct large scale experiments within
the urban setting.
Favorite Five in Five // A little bit of dynamism on
the buildings’ façade. The walls will show five epic
scenes of the seventh art in five minutes.
The content and timing will be curated by global
and local users, and the system will let them know
where and when it will be displayed. For global
users, the web page will show the projection on
the building’s wall as well as the reaction of the
people passing by; effectively the curator will be
able to see the effect of their selection.
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Sim-Thessaloniki (urban competition) //
This competition will inspire the community
(local and global) to decide the future of the
forgotten buildings of the city and their districts.
Past attempts of redeveloping abandoned areas
often fail to take into account the needs of the
community, often at the expense of their success.
One difference between this competition and
others is that the finalists, through the software,
will project their ideas of the future city on the
walls of the existing buildings, so the community
can “pre-live” and judge it.
The city will be the host of these events for six
months. The Survivors will become the focal
point of an urban festival. People in the city will
become aware of the Survivors and, through SimThessaloniki, they will also notice their potential
and possible impact on the city.

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Software for Urban Canvas
and Sim-thessaloniki:

Projectors: Given the quality required
for the projections, a good option
would be a Barco projector, model
WUXGA, 14,000 lumens three-chip DLP.
Cinema nights sound: Bluetooth to
stream the audio of Cinema nights
(21st century auto cinema).
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The software could be similar to
Processing, which currently is offered
for free at www.processing.org.
Nevertheless, the language will have
to become friendlier, more graphic
and less programmed, to increase the
scope of users.
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CONSOLIDATION OF OWNERSHIP

“missing owner reward”
legal control of buildings

AD BANNERS
Income ($ per 1000 impacts)
Average display time (minutes)
Average time per user (minutes)
Number of displays per use
Average reward per building ($)
Number of buildings
Required amount ($)
Income per user
Required number of users
Users per day
User per year
Required time (months)
Average projection length (minutes)
Total projection time (hours)
Projection hours per day per building
Total number of days for projection

UNIT
80
0,5
20
40
12.000
8
96.000
3,2
30.000,00
200,00
73.000,00
5,00
5
2.500,00
4
78,13

To generate income, the web page
will sell advertisement space, which
will be shown only on the computer
screen, not on the buildings’ walls.
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RE - PURPOSING BUILDINGS
physical occupation
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Andres Martinez was born in
Mexico City, where he studied Civil
Engineering at the Universidad
Iberoamericana. In 2007, he joined
Prudential Real Estate Investors
Latin America (PREILA), where he
started his career in real estate. He
co-developed the investment plans of
a German open-ended fund in Latin
America, and closed two multi-million
dollar office building property deals
in South America. Andres then comanaged PREILA’s first three phases
of the Mexico Residential Investment
Program, which targets properties
for the development of housing
projects. He monitored 45 land bank
projects as well as two macro urban
self-sustained developments of
over USD400 MM. As a consequence,
Andres helped the Joint Ventures
to build more than 260,000 homes
for Mexican families. He is currently
completing a Master in Science of
Real Estate Development at MIT.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
REPOSITIONING THE IDENTITY
OF THE CITY
Historically, Thessaloniki sat at the
crossroads of Western Europe, the
Balkans, and Asia Minor, acting as a
primary port and transit hub for the
region. With the subsidence of local
industry and the recent economic
crisis in Greece, the city is struggling
to redefine its identity. Is Thessaloniki
an exhibition city, a port city,
an entertainment hub, a technological
incubator, or a gateway to the Balkans
and the green islands of the northern
coast?

Our initial reading of the city was that
it already contained many valuable
assets to position Thessaloniki as
a strong regional entity. Its layers
of history are unique; the regional
positioning of the city has resulted in
the historic overlays of four distinct
periods: Ancient Greek, Roman / Early
Christian, Byzantine, and Ottoman.
Some layers are uncovered, visible
and accessible to residents and
visitors, but in general the city has yet
to capitalize on its heritage. One can
read the city by historic districts, but
only after a careful study of urban
form and building typologies. Many
layers have yet to be uncovered
and amplified to greatly bolster the
identity of the city.

CONNECTIONS

PLACES

SYSTEMS

Ladakika

Waterfront

Metro Station

1 Port
2 Aristotelous SQ
3 Agora
4 White tower

Lateral Axis

Water Taxi Route

Interstitial Axis

Cruise Service

Egnatia Axis
Vacant /
Abandoned Buildings

Port

Parking
lot

Aristotelous
square

THERMAIKOS GULF

Astiko Theatro is a proposed public realm intervention that links existing open spaces
along the central waterfront.

CAPITALIZING ON THE CITY’S
WATERFRONT
Thessaloniki’s embankment is its
most recognizable feature. The space
is already active, particularly in
summer, but lacks a romantic quality
that would elevate it to a ‘great space.’
Currently, it is used as an axis of movement from one end of the city to the
other. There are few moments where
there is an incentive to pause and stay.
There has been considerable public
sector development on the coastal
portions of East Thessaloniki, but the
city has yet to truly capitalize on the
central waterfront as a critical asset.
Wedged between two key nodes,
the White Tower and the ancient
port, and centrally anchored by the

city’s most important public space,
Aristotelous Square, the embankment
presents an opportunity to reference
Thessaloniki’s historic predominance
as the region’s hub for transportation,
industry, and creativity.
At the local scale, the waterfront
is primed for place-making and
the perfect setting for the city to
expand, creating new venues on the
waterfront. At the global scale, it is
a blank canvas on which to create
a stronger image of the city. Astiko
Theatro is an urban proposition
that attempts to address these two
scales through the creation of an
integrated system of event space
and new media at the waterfront.

Existing conditions along the central waterfront. The majority of development consists of ‘polykatekia’,
the predominant form of building stock found throughout the city. These 6 - 10 story structures form
a perceived ‘urban cliff’ at the water’s edge.
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Astiko Theatro
(proposed intervention)

White tower
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The product system
is highly dynamic:
A newly invented networked lighting
system acts as both a public realm
investment and a resilient medium
for local and global artists. Each
lighting device consists of two
primary emitters, one that acts as a
traditional street light and the other
as a projector. The system rotates
on two axes so that projections can
be oriented in any direction. This
universal flexibility enables the
entire urban environment, including
buildings, awnings, the streetscape,
and even the water surface itself, to
act as a canvas for artists. The decking
extension and barges serve as staging
and lighting for the theatre and add
considerable public space for Thes-

saloniki’s citizens, complementing the
existing spaces along the waterfront.

Lighting device as streetlight

Lighting device as projector

Lighting device as beacon

Facade as projection surface

Awnings as projection pixels

Water as projection surface

Astiko Theatro envisions Thessaloniki’s central waterfront as an
urban theatre with all its principle
components. Each component is
manifested as a system of urban
products for staging, lighting, and
auditorium. This system creates
new places and supports an already
burgeoning creative events culture.

By implementing a networked system of lighting devices, the affect of
projection can be translated across space and serve an additional role as
public lighting, instead of simply highlighting a single object of the city.

The barges are also highly customizable in configuration: they are
responsive to the needs of people at
the waterfront at any given time. In
a resting state, the barges provide
small-scale public space or new
launch points for boats into the Gulf
of Thermai. Waterfront commerce
can be supplemented with prime
activity space if bars, restaurants,
or stores rent out barges to extend
their services. As crowds gather for
particular events, the barges can
be rearranged along the waterfront
into larger-scale auditoriums, thus
meeting the city’s spatial needs at any
given time.

Lighting system
with projection

Barges en route
to waterfront

Barges docked
at waterfront

Building facade
with canopy interface

Added
decking

S ection view of the system

Section view of the system.

Staging: represented in the system as either
the barges, decking, or existing open spaces.

Auditorium: represented in the system
as either the barges, decking, or existing
open spaces.

Lighting: represented in the system as the
series of streetlights lining the decking.
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Thessaloniki is a leading creative
and intellectual hub within the
Mediterranean region. A well
established annual event calendar
highlights the city’s contributions
in graphic design, contemporary art,
multi-media production, international
film, and music. Astiko Theatro can be
incorporated into the city’s program
for large-scale redevelopment
planned in anticipation of the city’s
100th anniversary of the incorporation into Greece. The program has

Alkionides
Meres

budgeted an estimated €28.2 million
in 2011 alone for the revitalization
of the city’s physiognomy. The
flexibility of Astiko Theatro allows a
customizable program for the city’s
full range of events and institutions.
The system enables unique experiences throughout the year: from
atmospheric conditioning for daily
lighting in winter, to hosting outdoor
exhibition space in conjunction
with the convention center for the
International Trade Fair, to stargazing
nights hosted by the Science Center
& Technology Museum.

Good friday:
procession
of the epistafios

Documentary
film festival

Megáli
Evdomáda

Jan

Feb

Mar

A year of events in Thessaloniki. The city can utilize Astiko Theatro
in a format customized to each event.

On an average summer day, crowds can gather on the decking and barges
to view sailing ships racing along the waterfront. The lighting system is set
to create beacons, drawing attention to key activity along the waterfront.

Apr

Summer
regatta

Pixeldance
video art festival

International
Book fair

May

Jun
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Barges arranged for concert
out on water

Megali
Pirkagia

Inaugural
Symphony
Concert

Dimitria
City Festival

Documentary
Film festival
Dimitria
City Festival

Jul

Aug

Sep

The inaugural symphony orchestra waterfront performance to kick off the
annual Dimitria City Festival. Several barges are arranged in a tiered formation
in the center of the gulf. Projections are focused out on the water and animate
whimsically along with the music.

Oct

Nov

Dec
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The urban theatre enables every
Thessalonian to interact with their
city as both actor and audience. The
system provides a new interaction
point for all citizens, both local and
global, during ‘open periods,’ when
the content of the projections is
released for use by the general public.
For a short period, each person can
become the personal curator of the
theatre, submitting images or artwork
through their mobile devices or a
web-based interface. Global citizens
can tap into the network as well, and
reserve time to showcase work.

On a day to day basis, the tiered tile
form of the decking in conjunction
with the barges allows people to
casually approach the water, which
was previously inaccessible at the
central waterfront. Additionally, the
tiered form permits public seating or
the addition of urban street furniture
for cafes and bars to use as rented
waterfront space.

They say that there [on Mount Olympus] is the seat
of the gods, ever secure: it is not shaken by winds
or drenched with rain nor do snowstorms assail it,
but always brightness is spread about it,
without clouds, and a clear light plays about it.
There the blessed gods take pleasure every day.
- The Odyssey
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Processional viewing
along waterfront

Launch point
from initial staging
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Culminating
event staging
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Thessaloniki 2012

Highly-Tech Projection

This project can be incorporated
into the city’s program for largescale redevelopment planned in
anticipation of the city’s 100th
anniversary of the incorporation
into Greece. The program has
budgeted an estimated €28.2 million
in 2011 alone for the revitalization
of the city’s physiognomy. Astiko
Theatro could be incorporated as
a public realm investment within
this budget, funding the lighting
system and adding open space to
the city. Incorporated technology
would include the latest in highlycontrollable projection using 30,000
lumen output three-chip DLP devices.

The urban cliff created by the
homogenous building stock of
‘polykatekia’ along the waterfront
is mappable canvas. Details,
including awnings, floors, windows,
and other facade details, can be
digitally integrated into the content
of projection pieces, making the
experience each artist creates truly
linked to the current context.

Indexing of barges

Temporary
outboard
motor

Highly-articulate lighting system

The barges, although outfitted with
data, water, and electrical hookups, are a relatively low-impact
investment in the system. Costs are
cut through the exclusion of a motor
for each unit. Instead, each barge can
be temporarily propelled by system
staff using a mobile, detatchable
outboard motor.

Using 3-axis joints and robotics to
enable universal movement for a fully
dynamic lighting system, controlled
from a centralized network hub or
localized through a smartphone
interface. The streetlights themselves
will become a unique export for the
city, a new product to bolster the local
industrial economy.
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Low-Tech Barges

5,5 m

15W Multi-crystalline
silicon solar cells
Sodium
Vapor
Lighting

Barco XLM HD30
2K three-chip
DLP projector

8m

30,000 lumens output
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Stephen Kennedy is a 2012 candidate
for a Master of City Planning at the
Department of Urban Studies &
Planning at MIT. He is a product and
graphic designer formerly based
in Atlanta whose work focuses
on leveraging visualization as a
strategy for making typically dense
information about urban conditions
more accessible and digestible for
communities, increasing capacity
to participate in the processes
shaping their environments.
While at MIT, Stephen has been
developing culturally based
strategies for reclaiming the South
Bronx water edge and creating a
visual guideline to the city of New
Orleans’ zoning ordinance signage
regulations. He spent the summer
of 2011 in Indonesia implementing a
project for UN-Habitat that involved
field work in the Indonesian cities
of Banjarmasin, Pekalongan, and
Surakarta (Solo). The primary purpose
of the project was to create city
profiles to be used as facilitation
documents for neighborhood-level
planning and participatory budgeting
A product of the School of Industrial
Design at Georgia Tech’s College
of Architecture, Stephen also
completed portions of his studies
in Sweden at the Ingvar Kamprad
Design Centrum and in New York at
Parsons The New School of Design.
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Thessatex Digital Awnings is a
proposal for a collaborative project
between the city, textile industry,
and digital programming service.
The project utilizes existing skills
in textile, the ubiquitous awnings
of Thessaloniki, and digital / LED
technology. The product of the
three is the locally manufactured
responsive digital awning fabric that
enhances the existing awnings of
Thessaloniki by replacing current
awning fabric. The Digital Awnings
can be used to display public
information or curated digital artwork
for special events. Implemented at
an urban scale, the Thessatex Digital
Awnings can become a unique feature
of Thessaloniki.
THESSALONIKI AWNINGS
One of the distinguishing features
of Thessaloniki is the incredible
number of balconies and fabric
awnings, from ground level retail
to top floor residences. Even in the
winter time when most awnings
were retracted back to their closed
position, the number of opened
awnings was noticeable. From
elaborate permanent metal awnings
to operable fabric awnings, these
devices can simultaneously indicate
the opening of a business, the
weather, and create a lightweight
translucent canopy that transforms
the public zone into a more private
and intimate setting.
TEXTILE INDUSTRY OF THESSALONIKI
Textile used to be one of the main
industries in Thessaloniki. Over
the past few decades, the industry
of traditional textile making has
largely migrated from the city,
leaving only a handful of wholesale
garment distributors and a few
small textile manufacturers in the
city. Even the wholesale textile and
clothing industry is having difficult
times in Thessaloniki because of
local competition from neighboring
countries in the Balkans. However,
there are still quite a few textile
businesses remaining in the city,
specializing in cotton threads and

interior textiles, which are supported
by the international trade fair for
the textile industry coupled with
the biggest fashion fair in Greece.
The Digital Awning project is a seed
project that attempts to engage the
local textile industry and develop
high-tech digital fabrics that are
unique to Thessaloniki, and can be in
turn marketed to other countries.

Thessatex is a
collaborative
project that
aims to create a
unifying image for
the city

white canvas, the digital awnings can
become a venue in themselves for
artists to work on digital installation
or to exhibit their digital art work.
THESSATEX INTIATIVE
Thessatex is a subsidized textile
and digital programming service
that will develop and market the
digital awning fabrics. The source
of income for this initiative is from
the programming service and from
the purchase of a time slot on the
awnings. Consumers can either
purchase the Thessatex Digital
Awnings at full price and own the
entire awning system, or purchase
at a subsidized price (or free) a
shared time slot on their awnings.
For example, the city owns 30% of
timed use of the awnings, which
can be used for public information
display or curated digital artist
works. Thessatex will also own 20%

THESSATEX DIGITAL AWNINGS
The proposed challenge is to reinvent
and augment the ubiquitous element
of Thessaloniki, and bring it back
to the public realm by creating a
visual identity for the city. The digital
awning will consist of electronic
textile produced by Thessatex,
which responds to its surrounding
environment through LED pixels. The
specific installation location of the
digital awnings can help redefine the
historical axes of the city and form a
unifying image of the city.
These responsive digital awnings
can be part of the ground level retail
(in lieu of existing fabric awnings).
The displayed images and colors of
awnings can respond to weather,
events, and /or time. At an urban
scale, each digital awning can act as a
pixel that forms a larger image when
coordinated with other awnings in
the area.
The awnings can also become a
city-wide gallery that display digital
images of local artists. There is a
huge pool of young artists in the
city, and although there are both
top-down and bottom-up events
to engage their work, there doesn’t
seem to be a pervasive city-wide
venue for displaying art work. Like a

City of Thessaloniki
public use (art display
information)

30%
THESSATEX

20%
Individual owners

50%

DIGITAL AWNING IS FREE! WITH TIME CONTRACT
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of programming time that they can
‘sell’ to individual users or companies
for advertisement. The pricing chart
of time usage of the awnings is
time-responsive; prime-time hours in
prime positions (i.e. areas with high
exposure on busy thoroughfares) will
be the most expensive.

Private sector
programming service
(digital technology)

THESSATEX
Public initiative
City of Thessaloniki

Private sector
digital textile

IMPLEMENTATION
A pilot can be tested in a popular
district for an event. As awning
owners replace their worn-out
awnings, the new Digital Awning
can be provided at a subsidized
rate, and offer shop owners an
opportunity to use the awnings to
generate income. Residents can also
purchase a different version of the
Digital Awnings, and slowly the city
will be transformed with illuminated
displays.

UBIQUITOUS
AWNINGS + DIGITAL
ENHANCEMENT =
CITY OF AWNINGS,
A NEW IMAGE FOR
THESSALONIKI
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During certain times of the day
the Digital Awning can be made
available to the public to display
personalized graphics. Through an
online app, users can send texts to
display messages on awnings. The
app can filter out certain words,
to prevent inappropriate words or
phrases from being displayed on the
awnings. Users can also use a simple
graphic interface on the web or on
their smartphones to send graphics to
display on the awnings.

The Digital Awnings can provide
a safety feature to passers-by in
the area with its street lamp-like
feature. The awnings can respond to
individual movement by illuminating
areas where the users are located.
The awnings become a personalized
urban torch or flashlight, lighting the
streets and providing a safe, bright
path at night. This can become a paid
service accessible via online apps.
Users can purchase one-time usage
of these awnings or subscribe for a
continuous service.
At street level the Digital Awnings are
double sided, with the top surface
displaying coordinated public
information, and the underside
displaying shop-specific information.
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Users can purchase time slots on Digital Awnings to display customized
personal messages

LIGHT MY WAY - Awnings become a personal ‘urban torch’ at night.
Individual awnings respond to movement of user and light up as people pass
by. The awnings are activated by smartphones.
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Providing a coherent visual element
along the streets, the digital awnings
can start to visually connect the
different historical axes of the city
that originate at the waterfront.The
waterfront, Aristotelous Street, and
Dimitriu Gounari Street (Roman axis
– a pedestrian street that connects
series of ancient Roman ruins to
the waterfront) are well occupied
by residents throughout the week
and even during weekends. These
historical streets can be illuminated
through digital awnings, so when
approached from the sea, visitors
and residents will be able to read the
two axes off the main waterfront,
and people on the ground level can
visually read the two historical axes.

PHASE
1 - COMMERCIAL
Z ONES
PHASE
1 - COMMERCIAL
Z ONES

WEATHER GRAPHICS

NIGHT TIME EXPERIENCE

Besides providing a unifying image
to the city, the Digital Awnings can
also display information. For example,
day-to-day weather conditions can
be translated into simple colored
graphics and displayed on to the
Digital Awnings in the early mornings.
At 6 A.M. when one wakes up and
looks out through the window, one
can quickly gauge how hot or cold the
outside is by the color of the awnings.

Curated public art work:
The city can sponsor periods of
time on the Digital Awnings for
independent artists to curate
digital art work. This can become
an annual festival/competition
bringing together digital artists from
Thessaloniki and further afield.
Special events, expo,
and movie festival:

DAYTIME EXPERIENCE
During the day, the extra layer of
metallic mesh fabric (coated with
dichroic foils) of Digital Awnings
reflects light creating an iridescent
ripple effect. Changing atmospheric
and weather conditions influence the
degree of reflection and absorption
of light and colors on the metallic
fabric. From different viewing
points the appearance of each
awning will change constantly.

During special occasions (festivals,
events, seasonal changes, etc), the
awnings can display directional
information such as arrows,
or colored graphics indicating
events or places of interest.

PHASE
2 - RESIDENCES
PHASE
2 - RESIDENCES
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SIMPLE GRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENTS

LOGO, BANNER TYPE. DISPLAYED DURING SPECIFIC TIMES OF THE DAY, IN BETWEEN PROGRAMMED
Logo
and banner type advertisements are displayed on awnings during
specific times of the day.

Early morning weather forecast
PHASE
1+1+
2 COMPLETION
PHASE
2 COMPLETION

GRAPHIC DISPLAYS
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In the case of subsidized Digital
Awnings, Thesssatex or the city may
decide to ‘sell’ their time slots for
simple graphic advertisements. The
Digital Awning replaces exterior
shop logos or advertisements that
extend into the public streets.
Advertisements are banner-style,
composed of simple graphics similar
to advertisements in soccer matches.
Full scale advertisements can happen
in between programmed displays.
Smaller logo-type advertisements can
occur continuously, since these logos
will only occupy a small area of the
digital awnings. This in turn generates
a source of income for either the
shop owners, the city or Thessatex.
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Two types of digital fabrics will
be developed by the Thessatex
Initiative. The first type is the double
sided digital fabric for lower level
commercial areas. This displays
coordinated information on the upper
side, and shop-specific information
on the underside of awnings for
pedestrians. The second type is
the single sided digital fabric for
upper level residences. Through
programming, the resolution of
the LED display of Digital Awnings
will vary based on its location. For
example at street level the resolution
will be the highest, and awnings
at the second, third and fourth
level residences will have lower
resolutions. The lowest resolution
awning will be placed at the top floor
of the buildings. This way, the graphic
information becomes ambient at top
levels, blurring out detailed graphics.
During special events, the resolution
of all awnings can be turned up to the
highest to display special graphics.

Digital awning fabric is composed
of two components; metallic mesh
fabric coated with dichroic foils on
the top and LED integrated textile
(such as Philips Lumalive textile) on
the underside. The top layer of flexible
metallic mesh fabric reflects light
during the day creating an iridescent
ripple effect. The main layer is the LED
integrated textile, enabling patterns
of colored lights to be displayed. LEDs
are embedded beneath the surface
of a water repellent textile, and each
LED can be individually controlled.
At night, the fabric illuminates and
displays continuously changing
colors and graphics, creating a
lively surface that fascinates and
attracts residents and visitors.
Alternatively, the top metallic mesh
layer can act as a photovoltaic layer,
where the small metallic discs are
replaced with mini photovoltaic wafer
discs. These photovoltaic wafer discs
can gather solar power during the
day to power the LED at night. Since
LEDs are placed on a grid within the
textile, the photovoltaic wafer discs
can be placed in between the LEDs to
allow for a self-powered LED textile.

METALLIC MESH FABRIC

-coated with dichroic foil for iridescent effect
-reflects sunlight during the day
-gathers solar power during the day
-future possible enhancement to flexible
photovoltaic wafer discs for solar power

LED DISPLAY TEXTILE
(ex. Philips Lumalive Textile)

-light emitting textile
-embedded LEDs enable patterns of colored
lights to display
-each LED is individually controlled
-illuminates and continously changes
colors and graphics
-creates a lively surface at night

RESIDENTIAL TYPE

Single layer digital fabric
-display on top side only

COMMERCIAL TYPE

Single layer digital fabric
-display on top side only
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Implemented at the city scale, thessatex digital awnings start
to visually define streets and neighborhoods

higher resolution

SINGLE PIXEL

MULTI PIXEL
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Thessatex Digital Awnings
Installed along the waterfront from ground floor retail to upper residences, Thessatex Digital
Awnings create a programmable and versatile skin to the buildings. Displayed graphics on Digital
Awnings can be programmed or can respond to time and weather, as shown in this image.
Continuously changing Thessatex Digital Awnings provide a new experience for visitors
and residents of Thessaloniki.
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Yihyun is currently in her first year of
the M.Arch program at M.I.T. She grew
up in both Seoul and Warsaw until
she moved to Berkeley, California
to pursue studies in architecture
and city planning at UC Berkeley.
She received her Bachelor of Arts in
architecture with honors in 2005,
and worked in San Francisco and
Seoul as an architectural and lighting
designer. She participated in several
workshops with the Architectural
Association in parametric urbanism.
She recently completed Gradated
Field, an installation project of
cast plaster inhabitable landscape,
with two other students for MIT
150th anniversary Festival of
Arts Science and Technology.
When not in architecture studio, she
enjoys travelling. This past summer,
Yihyun completed the Salkantay
Trek hike that leads to the Macchu
Picchu in Peru. Besides exploring
nature and historic sites, her passion
is in experiencing different urban
forms of cities around the world.
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CHALLENGE:
REVIVAL OF PUBLIC SPACE
How can sleeping ruins be turned
into a vibrant public space? Path’Time
is a proposal to revive the ancient
ruins of the Galerius Palace into an
interactive open air museum that
celebrates the past and the present
life of Thessaloniki. A system of glass
floors displaying light and sound
creates unique paths to guide visitors
through compelling and personalized
journeys. This proposal aims to
reactivate the Palace and integrate
it within the contemporary life of
Thessalonians. Ultimately, this project
shows how ruins can be activated
as an entertaining testimony of history as well as continuing to act as
a contemporary public space that
participates in the daily life of a city.

OBJECTIVE:
PROJECT HISTORY IN PEOPLE’S LIVES
The project helps the city fulfil its
vision of the Palace as an open air
museum by allowing people to
directly navigate and interact over
time and space. When excavated in
the 1960s, the city had intended to
create an open air museum to exhibit
parts of the 1700 year old Galerius
Complex. It has recently been restored
and is now open to the public, but it
does not receive a high number of
visitors. In its original use, the Palace
was divided into two parts: the public
area and the Throne room. These two
uses will be brought to life once again
through a system of paths on the floor
that will create personalized journeys
reflecting the historical context of
the space.

A floor that creates
unique paths
to engage visitors
in compeling
and personalized
journeys.

Galerius Palace is now accessible through a network of wooden bridges and
information about the site is on display.

STRATEGY:
PERSONALIZED JOURNEY
OVER TIME
The project will provide the ruins with
a voice. Once equipped with a system
of digital devices inserted in a new
glass floor, the Galerius Palace will be
able to create compelling narratives
to engage each visitor in an entertaining and personalized journey through
time. During the day, the paths will
entice people to walk in the ruins,
following the personalized narratives.
A system of responsive audio visual
displays on the ground will guide the
user. Each user will be the hero of a
story that happened in the past in the
exact space they occupy. During the
night, the paths will animate the ruins
back to their ancient use to revive the
civic space and the Throne Room. Civic
work of residents, artists or profesionals will be projected on the ruins. The
most popular project will be then
exhibited in the Room of the Throne
and its creator will be crowned the
new emperor of the city. These new
emperors will be the residents that
distinguished themselves through
their civic, artistic or professional
work for the city.
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Personalized Stories
Each vistor will listen to the history
of the space through personalized
stories. The visitor will take a role
in the narrated story, as they are
guided through the ruins. A bluetooth
network can access the users public
information on Facebook to produce
a personalized experience, using a
specific Facebook application that the
user should have previously uploaded
on their smart phone. Their personal
information (name, city, studies,
relatives and friends, interests...)
will be used to build the details of
the story around their real life. The
general theme of the story will also
be adapted to the user’s taste and
age. A historical event can be narrated
around a romance, drama, action or
a comedy and adapted to the
audience. When the path of visitors
cross, the stories will overlap for
people to interact. These virtual
stories will engage the visitors in the
physical space.
RESPONSIVE LIGHT PATHS
The digital paths will respond to the
user’s input to guide them on their
journey through the ruins. The user
will be presented with different paths
on the floor and will be asked specific
questions about the directions their
journey will take. By walking for a
couple seconds on the light path of
choice, the user will validate their
selection and continue to the next
episode of their story.
During the day the paths will be
generated around the story: “take
the blue path if you want to hear
what your friend Constantinos saw
from the scene while he was hidding
behind the curtain of the hall or
take the red path if you want to
listen to what the Emperors told his
companion the day before the attack”.
During the night, the paths will
connect the people or organizations
that collaborated on the project. After
viewing the image projected on the
ruins, the vistor will be presented

with different paths and instructions
displayed on the floor: “take the
pink path if you want to learn who
collaborated on this project, or
take the yellow path if you want to
see a similar educational project in
Thessaloniki ”.
VOICE SYNTHESIZER RESPONDING
TO MOVEMENT AND VOICE DETECTOR
Providing the ruins with perceptive
intelligence and voice synthesizers
will create an impression of dialogue
between the visitor and an invisible
interlocutor. Devices will detect
the user’s natural movements and
voice, interpret it, and adapt to
the answers that will in turn be
displayed on the floor or spoken
by the voice synthesizer. Detectors
will interpret natural gestures such
as head movements, approaching
or retreating steps, as well as voice
commands. Based on the movement
and voice information collected and

processed, the voice synthesizer
will guide the user in a personalized
journey as if there were a storyteller
hidden in the ruins. By giving the user
indications of movement, orientation
and adapting the length of the story
Path’Time will create an unique,
personalized experience.
LIGHT PROJECTION ON THE RUINS
RESPONDING TO MOVEMENT
AND FACIAL EXPRESSION
During the night, visitors will make
the show. The image projections on
the ruins will respond in real time
to the popularity of each image
on display. The more people that
gravitate in close proximity to an
image, the brighter the light will be.
The most popular projects will also
be instantly projected in the Throne
Room. A dramatic sound and light
show will be created to mimic the
crowning of the new emperor.

A floor that gives eyes and voices to the
ruins to turn them into an omniscient
interlocutor

Individuals’ data will be collected through a Facebook Path’Time application.
The visitors’ names, friends, interests, studies - will be used to personalize
stories.
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Tell history through individual and personalized stories. The floor system
will engage visitors through personalized stories that bring to life the history
of the site.
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Turn Ruins
into a Vibrant Public Space
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The light path device aims to provide
a connection between the residents
and what may be considered a dead
space. The path integrates the site
with the adjacent streets and square
connecting the ruins with citizens.
The stone wall that fences the Palace
will be removed to invite every citizen
to walk and interact with the space
and people. The ruins will act not
only as a museum but also as a civic
space, where people come to debate,
communicate and interact. At night,
the civic and artistic communities
will be exposed to discussion and
interaction with visitors. The light

path will allow visitors to see what is
actually being done in Thessaloniki
and by whom. Sensing technology
will provide them with the unique
opportunity to learn of the links
between the ideas and the people
who work to make Thessaloniki a
better city.
ENGAGE THE CITIZENS
IN WRITING AND CONTRIBUTING
TO THEIR OWN STORIES
More than a museum, Path’Time
provides citizens with the opportunity
to write and share their own stories.
By opening the creation of stories to
everyone, Path’Time creates a new
way for citizens to interact with the

Opening the stories to everyone
provides an educational dimension.
Building journeys for Path’Time could
become part of a school’s activities,
allowing youth to learn about history,
storytelling and sensing technology.

The floor system can encourage citizens to explore the existing
community of Thessaloniki.
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city. Citizens can for example choose
to write stories for the larger public
or for specific friends or relatives. The
users who listen to these stories will
be recognized through their smart
phone application. Once they pass
by the ruins, they will be presented
with the stories created specifically
for them.
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The most recognizable component
of Path’Time is the LED floor glass
which is toughened, display enabling,
modular sensing, scratch and smudge
resistant (Sensacell type). Inspired by
the wood bridges that traditionally
allow visitors to traverse ruins whilst
protecting the mosaics, this LED glass
floor will provide an infinite number
of paths while also protecting the
ancient mosaics and stones.
VOICE, MOVEMENT
AND FACIAL EXPRESSION SENSORS
Sensors will be embedded within the
glass floor to detect movements and
voices. A video camera will also be
inserted in the ruins to detect facial
expressions.

AUDIO-SPOTLIGHTS
AND VOICE SYNTHESIZER
Audio-spotlights will also be installed
in the glass-floor to direct the sound
and control its volume. These will be
linked to a voice synthesizer and a
detector able to read the Path’Time
Facebook application.
The detector will capture and process
the information to personalize
the story for the user. The voice
synthesizer will communicate the
story with the audio-spotlights
directing audio in the space. Audio
spotlights can be replaced by
providing all the narratives to a
smart phone. This solution is costeffective and easier to implement. Yet
headphones tend to focus the user on
the technology and limit the physical
interaction with the space as well
as the social interaction with other
visitors. Projecting the sound directly
in the space through audio spotlights,
however, creates a direct interaction
for a more intense experience.
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LIGHT PROJECTORS LINKED
TO MOVEMENT
AND FACIAL EXPRESSION SENSORS
Light projectors will be inserted in
the floor to project images on the
ruins. The intensity of the light will
be controlled by motion and facial
recognition sensors. The more people
gather around a specific image, the
brighter the image will become.

LED
Load bearing

LED

Projector

Movement + Voice detector
Voice
Synthetizer
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Sense and Story
Once equipped with a system of digital devices inserted in the new glass
floor, the Galerius Palace will be able to create compeling narratives to
engage each visitor in a personalized journey over time. Sensing technology
and storytelling combine to animate the ruins depicting its historical and
contemporary role as a public space.
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Born in Paris, France, she graduated
in Economics and Management
from the ICN Business School where
her academic interests focused
on the economics of sustainable
transportation and infrastructure
planning. During her masters, she
also studied Economics at the
University of Bologna, Italy. She is
currently a Masters’ student in Urban
Planning at the Harvard Graduate
School of Design concentrating on
Infrastructure and International
Development. She worked in a
transportation company and a city
planning agency prior to graduate
school. As a planner, her aspirations
are to introduce more innovative
processes in urban decision-making
that lead to a mobilized public
and responsive policy makers.
While at Harvard, Alix conducted
an exploratory research project
on a web-based youth mapping
tool with the Department of Play,
at the Media Lab. The Path’Time
project is born from the conviction
that digital media and open source
technology can empower designers
to drive pragmatic solutions at the
grassroots. It expresses her wish
to use technology creatively to
address infrastructural problems
of cities and make their transitions
smooth, fun and easy-to-implement.

T7
Ladadika lights
by Yeon Wha Hong

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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Build on the existing strength of
the city: take the vibrant night life
district of Ladadika and its distinctly
Thessalonian fluidity of public space,
and make it more beautiful, more
legible, and more legitimate with a
new signature lighting system over
the entire area.
Ladadika Lights will seek to support
the already vibrant nightlife activities
in the historic district of Ladadika,
involve local artists and student
groups in the design and production
of the lighting units, and magnify
this area to a global audience
via virtual mapping. This system
will be composed of customized
fully controllable LED lights with
integrated sound, light, and motion
sensors. This could lead to virtual
mapping as a tertiary layer over
Google Maps. Embedded into the
fabric of the city in a range of forms,
installation types, and permanence,
this new fabric will be responsive to
local activities/movements, as well
as controllable at the city scale. This
system will be a joint public and
private infrastructural upgrade effortinstead of traditional street lights, this
system will encourage community
involvment, visual unity and creativity
within the entire district. It is designed
to be appropriated and customized by
private businesses, that will ultimately
create an urban-scale light ecosystem.
This light grid is an infrastructural
upgrade and a virtual presence
that will open up this vibrant area
to occasional visitors to the city,
for events such as the Thessaloniki
International Film Festival. It will
enable the visitors to enter into the
fabric of the city in a more immersive
manner, as well as make the activities
of this area more transparent to its
local users.
Through this partnership between
the city, the business community, and
students, Thessaloniki will benefit
from a more beautiful , responsive
urban fabric that emerges from the
talents of its citizens.

BACKGROUND
Thessaloniki has the potential to be a
vibrant, prominent world leading city,
but could benefit from a rebranding
of its cultural identity.
Thessaloniki’s assets include its urban
fabric (very dense and varied), the
vibrant nightlife, as well as a small
but active community of young,
creative people with initiative and an
incentive to invest in Thessaloniki. It
would be well placed to retain this
creative community, if the city were
able to provide opportunities for
innovation and creativity that had
global exposure. Thus, Thessaloniki
is poised to host an innovation
intervention targeting its physical
and social fabric.
This project revolves around this
theme of active participation
in defining and communicating
Thessaloniki’s urban identity. The
target user is the young, creative,
energetic population of the city, who
already inhabit the city. This project
will seek to connect this part of
the population with visitors to the
city, to enable them to act as hosts
for exhibiting and navigating the
urban fabric. Through social media
and soft physical intervention, this
project seeks to create an emblem of
Thessaloniki’s unique social assets.

Embedded within
the city in a range
of forms and
installation types,
this new fabric
will be responsive
to local activities
and movements.

The focus of this proposal is centered
around Ladadika a district within
Thessaloniki that makes up part
of the old city which survived the
Great Fire of 1917. Within this small
area there exists a great variety of
local conditions, from picturesque
fountain-centered squares with
cafes and restaurants, to dilapidated
ruins and abandoned factories that
until recently housed the textile
industry, and active clubs, bars, and
art galleries.
Ladadika’s proximity to the historic
port as well as its unique physical
character offers visitors the chance to
go deeper into the city by engaging in
small scale, local, everyday “events”
of the city, such as its nightlife.
Ladadika has a living culture, in which
its heritage has been adapted to
contemporary uses. This local district
can offer visitors an image
of an alternative Greek metropolis,
not one of strictly Greek heritage but
one with a unique hybrid containing
a mix of neighboring cultures
(Ottoman/Middle Eastern/ Balkan),
which are all represented in the
physical fabric of this region.
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A tree grows out of the ruins in Ladadika

This new lighting system integrates
all the functions of existing lights
such as safety , and providing
aesthetic value, but in addition this
system is responsive to its local
environment. For example, at a
popular bar/nightclub, the dancing
and the music often spills over into
the street, and its remote location
in an abandoned industrial district
adds to its mood of raucousness. The
local business might commission a
local artist to design a signature “leaf”
using the components provided,
and install it as a canopy overhead,
extending from the interior of their
space into the street outside. They
could program the lights to be
responsive to the ambient sound
level, blinking according to the music
being played. They might also invest
in a sound output component, so that
the sound is not coming from a single
direction but rather permeating down
through the canopy.
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Restaurant scene

On the other edge of the district,
an upscale restaurant adjacent to a
pedestrian square is known for its
good food and romantic atmosphere,
and al fresco dining experience. It
also decides to participate in this new
lighting scheme, but uses the lights
in a localized installation, one or
two per table. They are programmed
to glow in response to the ambient
conversation level, so that a couple
enjoying a quiet moment would not
even notice the lights dim slowly in
response to a lull in conversation.

Possible ambient responsive objects.
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An art gallery might co-opt
this system as another layer of
advertisement for its next gallery
opening. It could provide a means of
communicating the gallery opening,
with lights installed in both field
and signage format. Additionally
their Facebook and Twitter followers
would receive invitations to their
next opening. This online interaction
would link in with the virtual map
of the light network, whereby users
would begin to recognize new
enclaves of activity, and could start to
move in a new urban space.
For the visitor to Ladadika, who have
no local connections to Thessaloniki,
this light system would act as a wayfinding system, encouraging further
exploration of the area making it
more accessible and traversable.

How a gallery might reappropriate existing vacant space

URBAN
INTERACTIONS

If this system proves successful in
the Ladadika district, it could
potentially be applied to different
parts of Thessaloniki, unify the city as
a whole with a single and yet varied
aesthetic identity.

A light field that is responsive to local sound levels.
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Ultimately, these lights in their
varying manifestations will make an
urban-scale canopy that lights the
streets, enhances the environment
of this district, and reveals the
continuously shifting, form of the
public spaces of Ladadika.

The primary fixed grid will be an
infrastructural upgrade provided
by the local government, with the
lights embedded into the streets for
general illumination. This grid will
provide the infrastructure for private
entities to tap into and make use of
the lighting system. This is in keeping
with existing practices in Thessaloniki
where public space and infrastructure
are regularly appropriated by
private users.
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The flexible component within this
system are the light modules, which
will be completely programmable
and customizable. The basic package
distributed by the city includes:

- Microprocessor

- RGB (full color
range) LED Lights

- Light Sensor

- Sound Sensor (mic)

- Cellular datalink

The city will provide the basic package
of this system to local businesses,
using a competition model whereby
businesses are invited to submit
proposals. It is then the responsibility
of the business to design, produce,
and install these lights. However,
they will remain fully accessible to
the city for special city-wide events.
The total cost per package is
approximately $50 USD. If the
city starts with 25 or 30 packages
for distribution to the Ladadika
neighborhood, those who receive
them have the responsibility of
partnering with students or artist
groups to design component
packaging, assemble/produce
them (design board, mill, solder,
debug, etc..), and finally program
the lights. They may augment
these packages with photovoltaic

cells and shape memory alloys for
more complex arrangements.
In addition, the leaves will also be able
to produce sound, therefore adding to
the sensory experience of the district.
While the basic kit will be a city led
initiative this new lighting system
can be modified by local businesses.
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0,08” dia. flexinol wire

Power source:
battery

SIDE VIEW, LEAF WITH LED ONLY

TOP VIEW: LIGHT AND SOUND

Canvas leaf
beneath

Maximum
fold

Canvas drape
for fluttering in the wind;
see canvas leaves

0,03” cast acrylic translucent
“leaf” with holes to lighten
the structure and prevent it
from flying away

Flexinol
muscle wire

PCB with mic
input

Image of light-sound leaves, author’s project for MAS863.10.

PCB with mosfets
that contract flexinol wires

PCB with LED array
that connects
to the rest of the “leaves”
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TOP VIEW: MOVEMENT

CANVAS LEAF OPTIONS
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As fields, or canopy. Each processor controls an area of lights
demarcated by red.
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As a display a processor controls the entire layout.

As objects each object is responsive to its immediate surroundings.
A cafe seating area in plan view

As a display a processor controls the entire layout.
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Yeon Wha Hong is a Master of Science
in Architecture Studies candidate
in Architecture and Urbanism at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. After receiving her B.
Arch from the Cooper Union with
a Henry A. Adams Medal in 2005,
she went to Japan as a Fulbright
Fellow, where she studied cultural
continuity and Modernism in
Japanese architecture. Upon
returning to New York she worked
at Samuel Anderson Architects,
and taught at the Cooper Union.

